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Utilizing Spin-Down Transients for Vibration-Based
Diagnostics of Resiliently Mounted Machines
Ryan Zachar, Peter Lindahl, John Donnal, William Cotta, Christopher Schantz, and Steven B. Leeb

Abstract— This paper presents a vibration measurement and
analysis technique for use during a machine’s spin-down
procedure. During spin-down, the machine’s operation covers
a continuous wide frequency band, from operating speed to
standstill, which allows the estimation of the machine’s vibra-
tion transfer function (VTF). This transfer function is rich in
information for detecting and differentiating not only machinery
pathologies but also problems with vibrational mounts. Utilizing a
back-electromotive force sensor to infer rotor speed and a single-
axis accelerometer for vibration measurements, this technique
allows minimally intrusive estimation of a machine’s VTF. Data
collected in laboratory and field tests aboard U.S. Navy ships
are presented to demonstrate the usefulness of this monitoring
technique.

Index Terms— Condition monitoring, frequency response,
generators, motors, rotating machines, transfer functions,
vibration measurement, vibrations.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROFILES for the maintenance of electromechanical
systems arise from essentially three different engineering

management strategies. Maintenance can occur when a system
breaks or becomes excessively revealing, essentially deferring
costs to a day of reckoning when the system is guaranteed to
be unavailable. Alternatively, critical maintenance can occur
on a scheduled or routine basis to attempt to ensure system
availability though with recurring expenses. Or finally, one can
attempt to optimize maintenance costs and system availability
by working to predict needed repairs before systems become
extreme failures [1]–[3]. This third option, often referred to
as condition-based maintenance, is appealing in the sense that
if the requisite condition monitoring is efficient and effective,
a desired degree of mission capability can be achieved with
well-reasoned expenses [1], [2].

For electromechanical systems, vibration measurements are
often utilized as an input to condition-based maintenance
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decision making [1]–[4], and many organizations have issued
standards for mechanical vibration and condition-based main-
tenance [5]–[7]. Further, researchers continue to develop
condition monitoring and diagnostic procedures that utilize
vibration sensors. For example, using various signal process-
ing techniques, vibrational monitor outputs can be used to
detect frequency modulations characteristic of ball bearing
defects [8]–[11] and to supplement traditional motor current
signature analysis in detecting rotor faults [12], [13].

The majority of these vibration-based algorithms rely on
measurements taken at rated speeds. As such, the information
gained for diagnostic purposes is limited to discrete excitation
frequencies, i.e., the electrical and mechanical fundamental,
harmonic, and modulated frequencies. This information, while
clearly useful for specific diagnostic purposes, may lack the
richness to distinguish actuator pathologies from a degraded
mechanical structure, e.g., the vibration mounts. A machine’s
vibration transfer function (VTF), which relates excitation,
e.g., rotor speed, to vibration over a range of operating speeds,
offers a more complete view of the system and is commonly
used to determine diagnostic information such as the natural
resonance characteristics as well as noise transfer paths [14].

Empirical characterization of vibrational frequency
responses in mechanical systems has traditionally required
intrusive external excitation, e.g., a strike hammer or a
shaker for wideband vibration analysis [14], [15]. Recently,
nonintrusive methods have been developed, e.g., those that
apply operational modal analysis (OMA) to ac machines
for vibrational characterization [16]–[19]. However, as these
methods rely on the response of the machinery system to
small-magnitude random vibrational excitation, the intrinsic
vibration caused by the machinery rotating during operation
can make it difficult to determine the true vibrational modes
of the system.

This paper presents an alternative nonintrusive approach
for VTF characterization that takes advantage of a machine’s
spin-down. During turn OFF, a machine’s operation covers a
continuous wide frequency band, i.e., from rated operating
speed to standstill. This operating interval of swept operation
allows the estimation of the machine’s VTF in situ and with
minimal sensor installation. The advantage of this technique
is that VTF characterization is made nonintrusively and from
the intrinsic large-signal vibrational components as opposed
to the small-magnitude random vibrational response used by
OMA techniques. The remainder of this paper describes the
minimal setup and the signal processing methods utilized for
VTF extraction and demonstrates the spin-down estimation
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Fig. 1. 1-D free body diagram for the electromechanical machinery and
mount system.

of the VTF in laboratory experiments and field applications
aboard serving U.S. Navy warships.

II. BACKGROUND

From a simplified perspective, an electric motor or generator
mounted on resilient mounts can be modeled as a spring–
mass–damper system with an eccentric mass vibration [15],
as depicted in Fig. 1.

The equation that governs the motion of the actuator mass is

mẍm(t) + cẋm(t) + kxm(t) = Fm(t) (1)

where m is mass, xm is the position of the system, k is the
spring constant, c is the damping ratio associated with the
mount, t is time, and Fm(t) is a forcing function. This equation
can be rewritten in terms of system acceleration as

mam(t) + c
∫ t

−∞
am(τ )dτ + k

∫∫ t

−∞
am(τ )dτ = Fm(t) (2)

where am(t) is the acceleration of the motor. Taking the
Laplace transform of this equation and rearranging into
transfer function form reveal the Laplace domain rela-
tionship between the acceleration Am(s) and the system
forcing Fm(s) as

Am(s)

Fm(s)
=

s2

m

s2 + c
m s + k

m

(3)

where s is the Laplace transform operator.
For a rotating machine with an eccentric mass under steady-

state conditions, this system forcing, Fm(t), takes the form

Fm(t) = Cω2
m cos(ωmt) (4)

where C is a constant related to load mass and imbalances and
ωm is the speed of the rotating shaft. A proportionally related
virtual input function can be defined as

�m(t) = ω2
m cos(ωmt) (5)

and its corresponding Laplace representation substituted
into (3) to get

Am(s)

�m(s)
= C s2

m

s2 + c
m s + k

m

. (6)

This is the equation we refer to as the VTF in per kilogram
assuming (5) maintains the units of (4).

Equation (5) is a function that can be derived from the motor
speed ωm . When combined with accelerometer measurements,
this information can generate (6). This VTF is a transfer func-
tion that contains the same dynamic properties, e.g., natural
frequency, as (3) and also scales as the forcing coefficient C
changes, e.g., due to an increased load imbalance. During a
motor spin-down when the speed is reducing from the motor’s
steady-state operating speed to standstill, speed and vibration
sensors can be used to generate an empirical representation or
empirical vibrational transfer function (eVTF) of (6) in that
frequency range. The properties of this eVTF can then be used
for machinery diagnostics.

Example Application: Machine Radiated Noise

One area of concern to many machinery operators is the
force transmitted from the machine to the surface under-
neath FT (Fig. 1). For example, a Navy ship may need to main-
tain its radiated acoustic noise at a minimum to avoid detection
and an increase in force transmitted from the machine can
lead to increased noise levels. With the knowledge of ωn , an
estimation of the force transmitted by the machine through its
mounts to the supporting structure, relative to a value when
the force is known to be acceptable, can be made from single
accelerometer measurements on the machine system itself.

In steady state, an electromechanical machine has a trans-
missibility in the isolation range that is similar to that for
zero damping. Therefore, c can be ignored as long as the
operating speed is away from resonance [20], [21]. This means
the force transmitted through the mounts to the base plate
primarily occurs through the stiffness of the mounting (the
spring in Fig. 1) and follows Hooke’s law:

FT ≈ k · x(t). (7)

From (6), the natural frequency of this second-order system
is given by ωn = (k/m)1/2. Since the machine is follow-
ing simple harmonic motion with acceleration described as
a(t) = Am,ss cos(ωss t), where ss denotes steady-state
conditions, (7) can be written in terms of m, ωn , ωss ,
and a(t) as:

FT = −mω2
na(t)

ω2
ss

. (8)

For diagnostic purposes, only the magnitude of FT is of
concern; taking the magnitude of (8) yields

|FT | = mω2
n Am,ss

ω2
ss

(9)

where Am is the magnitude of the acceleration. In many
situations, the system mass m and the machine’s steady-state
operating speed ωss are consistent whenever the machine is in
normal operation. As such, an estimate of the ratio of force
transmissions from a time when the machine is in a known
good condition |FT | to the present condition |FT |′ can be
achieved from only acceleration and speed measurements of
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the motor, that is

|FT |′
|FT | = ω′2

n A′
m,ss

ω2
n Am,ss

. (10)

Here, ω2
n and Am,ss are parameters derived from spin-down

measurements achieved with the machine in a known good
condition, and ω′2

n and A′
m,ss are derived from the most

recent measurements. Practically, (10) indicates the value of
estimating the eVTF for (6) during machine spin-down. From
the eVTF, it is possible to estimate the transfer function
peak or, essentially, the natural frequency of the system
from the observed resonant peak. Estimation of the natural
frequency of the mount from the eVTF makes it possible
to distinguish machine imbalance from degradation of the
mount, both conditions that can cause increased transmitted
vibration, which might be indistinguishable from steady-state
measurements alone. Changes in the forcing function, e.g.,
the vibration energy created by operating the machine, will
generally increase the magnitude of the entire eVTF. Aging
or degradation of the mount alone will shift the resonant
frequency of the eVTF. A comparison of successively observed
eVTFs can be used to distinguish progressive imbalance from
aging of the mount.

III. SENSOR MEASUREMENTS AND eVTF GENERATION

In practice, estimation of the eVTF requires knowledge of
the actuator vibration and speed during spin-down or during
a similar operating sweep. We have developed an electronic
sensor that can generate an eVTF without installation of
a tachometer, strictly from relatively nonintrusive electrical
measurements.

A. Data Collection

A single-axis accelerometer mounted vertically is used to
measure vibration. This stream is considered the output of the
system and requires little preprocessing other than scaling the
output from millivolts to meters per second squared to provide
the estimate, Âm(t).

The input to system (5) is estimated from the motor
speed. This speed is inferred using a back electromotive
force (back EMF) sensor measuring winding voltages on the
machine. A back-EMF sensor is the preferred method for
gathering spin-down speed as it is accurate, portable, and easy
to install in the field. When a motor is disconnected from
its power supply or the prime mover is turned OFF in the
case of a generator, the rotor will continue spinning due to its
inertia. Residual magnetism generates voltage on the stator.
The characteristics of this voltage, e.g., amplitude and zero
crossings, can then be used to estimate rotor speed.

The back EMF sensor (Fig. 2) employed in this paper
uses noncontact differential capacitive sensing to detect the
electric field generated by the phase lines of the machine.
Three copper plates shown in Fig. 2(a) are secured against
the insulating jackets of the phase lines inside the machine’s
terminal box. These plates are also electrically connected to
a circuit with the simplified schematic shown in Fig. 2(b).
Here, plate A (PA) connects to the (+) side of the first

Fig. 2. Noncontact back-EMF sensor system used for estimating motor speed.
(a) Photo of sensor plates. (b) Back EMF sensor schematic.

AD8421 differential amplifier, plate B (PB) connects to
the (−) side of the first AD8421 as well as the (+) side of the
second AD8421, and plate C (PC ) connects to the (−) side
of this second amplifier. These plates capacitively couple to
the phase line voltages, VA, VB , and VC , respectively. A more
detailed explanation of the noncontact voltage sensor can be
found in [22].

Under this configuration, the voltages generated at the
outputs of the back EMF sensor are given by

Vo1 = ga1VA − gb1VB + gn1Vn (11)

and

Vo2 = gb2VB − gc2VC + gn2Vn. (12)

In these equations, Vn represents a common-mode background
noise present at the output of the circuit and the g terms
represent combined gains of the capacitive coupling and
amplifier stages of the circuitry. The ratio rg = (gn1/gn2) can
be estimated by performing a scalar fit of Vo1 = rg Vo2 with
measurements achieved when the machine is at standstill and
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the phase voltages are zero. Then, the differential calculation,
Vo = Vo1 − r̂g Vo2, gives the voltage measurement

Vo = (ga1VA − gb1VB) − r̂g(gb2VB − gc2VC ) (13)

which has the common-mode noise term eliminated assuming
the estimate r̂g = rg . While this voltage signal does not have
a physical meaning related to the system, it does preserve the
mechanical speed to electrical speed and amplitude relation-
ships.

This mechanical speed can be estimated from (13) in a num-
ber of ways based on the signal’s amplitude and/or frequency.
For this research project, if the following conditions are met,
then the machinery spin-down speed profile is extracted from
the signal envelope using a Hilbert transform based method.

1) There is no clipping in the back EMF sensor waveforms
during steady-state operation.

2) There is no active electromagnetic control (e.g., braking)
applied to the system during spin-down.

Here, the Hilbert transform produces a waveform linearly
related to the signal amplitude. This waveform is then scaled
to match the mechanical excitation speed ωm based on the
knowledge of the machine’s steady-state speed rating. Further
information on this method is given in [23] and [24].

If these conditions are not met, however, then the signal
amplitude is not linearly related to speed throughout the entire
spin-down. In this case, the electrical speed ωe profile is
achieved based on signal frequency estimates gained from
a zero-crossing detection procedure. In this procedure, the
kth zero crossing is identified by a change of sign between
two adjacent waveform samples at tn and tn+1 and its time
location t[k] estimated based on the zero value of the linear
interpolation of the signal values Vo(tn) and Vo(tn+1). Then,
the signal frequency at time instance t[k] is estimated as

ω̂e(t[k]) = 2π

t[k + 1] − t[k − 1] . (14)

In the above discussion, n represents the sample time index
and k represents the time indexing of zero crossings.

In general, this method may be less noise immune than the
Hilbert transform method as it is prone to uncertainty around
zero crossings, particularly at low frequencies as the signal
amplitude also decreases with speed. While many methods
exist for accurate zero-crossing detection in noisy environ-
ments [25]–[27], for the purpose of gaining eVTF estimates
here, all zero crossings including those generated by additive
noise were detected as described above and outliers were
removed prior to the frequency estimation of (14). From the
ω̂e estimates, the mechanical speed estimate ω̂m is calculated
based on the number of pole pairs in the machinery. Then,
this stream is linearly interpolated to match the sampling rate
of the original measurements for calculating the virtual input
function �m(t) from (5). Finally, the virtual input is calculated.
In the case where the vibrational excitation is directly provided
from eccentricities in the machine’s rotor, �m(t) is estimated
from ω̂m(t) as

�m(t) = ω̂2
m(t) cos

(∫ t

0
ω̂m(τ )dτ

)
. (15)

Fig. 3. Example time-domain signals used for eVTF generation. (a) Vibration
sensor output. (b) Speed estimate and virtual input.

Examples of two time-domain signals required for the
eVTF are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 (top) shows the measured
acceleration of the machinery during the spin-down, which
starts around the 1-s mark, as noted by the beginning of the
attenuation of the speed curves in Fig. 3 (bottom). Here, the
curves are normalized by their peak values for simultaneous
plotting. The blue curve shows the estimated speed, in this
particular case, based on the Hilbert transform procedure. The
orange curve shows the square of the blue curve and the yellow
curve the calculated virtual input �m(t).

B. Short-Time Fourier Transform Analysis

In accordance with (6), the time-domain spin-down signals
of Fig. 3 need to be transformed into frequency domain
signals. Empirically estimating a transfer function through
spin-down analysis can be susceptible to noise from other
nearby machinery [21]. Further complicating the process, the
excitation frequency continuously changes with rotor speed.
As such, the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is used to
process the signals to reduce uncorrelated noise and minimize
frequency of excitation spreading in the analysis. Under this
method, the time-domain waveforms are windowed at a series
of time locations during the spin-down process and fast Fourier
transform (FFT) is used to process each modified time signal
resulting in a time-binned frequency representation of the
original signals.

For this STFT application, a Hanning window is used as
the mask for the input and output waveforms. This window
is tunable through two parameters, the time width of the
window Tw and the overlap between adjacent windows ov .
The Hanning windows are multiplied with the input and output
waveforms to create masked versions. As an example, the
windowing of the virtual input at the 1.5-s mark during a
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Fig. 4. Hanning window masking of the normalized virtual input centered
at 1.5 s.

motor spin-down is shown in Fig. 4. The same process is also
performed on the output.

The width parameter Tw represents a tradeoff between
temporal resolution (improved by narrowing the window) and
frequency resolution (improved by widening the window).
In the context of this spin-down procedure, the rate at which
the machine decelerates is the primary consideration for choos-
ing Tw . If the spin-down is quick, a narrow window is required
to have any time resolution. However, if the spin-down occurs
slowly, then a wider window can be accommodated to improve
the frequency resolution of the generated eVTF.

Similarly, the overlap parameter ov represents a tradeoff
between Hanning window boundary artifacts in the eVTF
construction and the total computational energy required.
That is, as the amount of overlap increases, the time gap
between Hanning window centers decreases, thus reducing the
artifacts of windowing the time-domain signal. However, this
is at the expense of performing more Fourier transforms, which
requires more computational energy.

A full series of Hanning-windowed inputs and outputs for a
motor during spin-down is shown in Fig. 5. Here, the tunable
parameters are set to Tw = 1 s and for clarity, ov = 0%.
Fig. 5 (top, middle, and bottom) shows the individual windows
and their time locations, the series of resulting masked virtual
input waveforms, and the series of masked vibrational output
waveforms, respectively.

Via the FFT, each Hanning-windowed input and output
allows for the generation of a frequency spectrum specific
to a short period of time during the spin-down process.
These spectrums can be indexed as �m,i ( jω) and Am,i ( jω),
respectively, where i denotes the Hanning window index.
A corresponding center frequency for each index can be
defined as

ωi = argmax
ω

∣∣∣∣ Am,i ( jω)

�m,i ( jω)

∣∣∣∣. (16)

To generate the eVTF, first all the output spectrums are

Fig. 5. Hanning windows and masked inputs and outputs.

masked around the corresponding center frequencies such that

A′
m,i ( jω) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 ω ≤ ωi − w/2

Am,i ( jω) ωi − w/2 ≤ ω ≤ ωi + w/2

0 ω ≥ ωi + w/2

(17)

where the variable w limits the valid vibrational response
frequencies to those around the frequency of virtual input
excitation. This is done to preserve linearity in the eVTF and to
ignore sources of noise at extraneous frequencies. Maximum
envelope excitation and response spectrums are then defined as

�env( jω) = max
i

[
argmax
�m,i ( jω)

|�m,i ( jω)|
]

(18)

and

Aenv( jω) = max
i

⎡
⎣argmax

A′
m,i ( jω)

|A′
m,i ( jω)|

⎤
⎦ (19)

respectively. That is, at a given frequency, these envelopes
are defined as equal to the corresponding indexed spectrum
with the maximum magnitude at that particular frequency. The
eVTF is then determined as

Am( jω)

�m( jω)
= Aenv( jω)

�env( jω)
. (20)

Generating the eVTF in this manner allows the maximum
amount of information gained during the STFT-based analysis
to be passed on to the eVTF while also ensuring linearity.

Fig. 6 shows a graphical representation of this process.
In Fig. 6, the magnitudes shown on the y-axis are normalized
to the maximum values of each input and output spectrum
series, �m,i ( jω) and Am,i ( jω), respectively. The dashed
curves represent the STFT envelopes of (18) and (19), while
the solid lines represent individual spectrums from a windowed
time segment roughly half-way through the spin-down. This
particular period also corresponds to the peak resonance in the
system. Fig. 6 shows that the FFT for the virtual input signal
has a maximum at around 31.5 Hz, while the resulting FFT for
the output vibration signal has a maximum at around 33 Hz.
This offset is due to the fact that there is a time delay in the
vibrational response to the forcing input. For this analysis, the
width parameter w for the output response is set to 6 Hz.
As such, the indexed response spectrum is cut off at the
frequencies of 28.5 and 34.5 Hz to ensure that the maximum
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Fig. 6. Fast Fourier transform of masked inputs and masked outputs with
envelopes.

envelope is created from the linear vibrational response, while
still allowing the capturing of the delayed peak response.
This particular analysis results in the eVTF plot for the 50-A
durometer mounts in Fig. 9.

IV. TESTS ON PURPOSE-BUILT MACHINE SET

To test the method for generating the eVTFs as described
in the previous section and to showcase the application of this
hardware and signal processing for machinery diagnostics, a
test stand consisting of a prime mover, inertia load, and a
generator was constructed. This test stand, shown in Fig. 7,
centers around a dc permanent magnet motor with dual cou-
plings. One end is coupled to a three-phase induction machine
and the other is connected to a single-phase synchronous ac
motor, which is disabled and acts only as a flywheel. The three
machines are mounted onto a single metal sub-base, as is typ-
ical for many industrial actuator installations. The sub-base is
mounted to a steel box girder with vibration reducing mounts
at eight points. A second shaft coupler is attached to the induc-
tion motor as an attachment point for an imbalance. This is
done to simulate a rotor imbalance, a type of machinery fault,
which should appear in the eVTF as an increase in vibration
magnitude at resonance. Five commercial vibration dampening
mounts of different durometers (30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 A)
were used to emulate a scenario where the mounts’ stiffness
increases or decreases over time, the effect of which should
appear in the eVTF as a shift in resonance.

A. Comparison of Spin-Down eVTF and Steady-State eVTF

Initial tests were performed on a subset of mounts to
validate the eVTFs generated during the machinery spin-down
by comparing them with eVTFs generated from steady-state
measurements. A Python script is used to automate the steady-
state measurement collection by commanding a series of
dc voltages from a power supply connected to the dc motor.
At each discrete voltage level, the script reads motor speed
from a shaft encoder and measures the sub-base vibration
with a standard industrial accelerometer. The script removes
data collected prior to when the machines reach steady state
at each voltage level and the remaining vibration data are

Fig. 7. Image showing the purpose-built machine set for testing eVFT
generation and machinery trends useful in diagnostics.

Fig. 8. Comparison of a spin-down derived eVTF and steady-state measure-
ment derived eVTF.

analyzed using Welch’s power spectral density estimate [28].
At each voltage level, the peak of the power spectral density at
a frequency closest to but greater than the measured speed of
the motor is taken as the vibration magnitude at the measured
speed. Finally, each corresponding measured operating speed
is squared to generate a virtual input for generation of the
steady-state eVTF.

Fig. 8 gives a comparison of a spin-down eVTF with
a steady-state eVTF for the 60-A durometer mounts and
machine setup described above. For this particular test, the
dc motor was run in steady state at 105 discrete voltage
levels with 4 s of steady-state operation at each resulting
motor speed. The spin-down eVTF was calculated from the
data collected following the motor’s power supply turning OFF

after the maximum voltage level was reached. This spin-down
process took approximately 10 s and the analysis parameters
were set to Tw = 1 s, ov = 90%, and w = 3 Hz.

As seen in Fig. 8, the two curves are very similar and
show the same resonant peak, indicating that the spin-down
procedure accurately captures the important features of the
system’s VTF. The spin-down eVTF appears much smoother
with less variance in measurements because the virtual input
is derived from the Hilbert Transform and low-pass filtered
rather than calculated directly from speed measurements, as
is the case for the steady-state eVTF. This particular result is
well representative of the results gained from other durometer
mounts.

It should be noted that the number of features present in
the eVTFs exceeds those allowed by the second-order model
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Fig. 9. eVTFs from the tests of the 30- and 50-A mounts showing a shift in
natural frequency with a change in durometer and an increase in amplitude
due to an increase in system imbalance.

described in Section II. This is due to the fact that the model
assumes a single degree of freedom (DOF) and linearity in the
system, while real-world machinery systems have 3 DOF and
many sources of nonlinearity. Nevertheless, for the purposes
of diagnostics, e.g., sensing changes in transferrable noise,
the measured eVTF around the resonant peak approximates
a second-order system and provides useful parametric estima-
tions, as illustrated in the following.

B. eVTFs With Condition Changes

With confidence in the eVTF method described, the process
was applied to a total of ten conditions across the five mount
types and with and without a 17-g imbalance attached to the
rotor system. These tests were done to show the utility of
the eVTF method toward machinery diagnostics in accordance
with the example application described in Section II. The
premise of this method is that eVTFs gained opportunistically
during a machinery spin-down can provide useful information,
e.g., changes in vibration amplitude and resonant frequency,
indicative of system failures, i.e., machinery imbalance and
mount degradation, respectively.

Fig. 9 illustrates this premise with eVTFs gained during
testing. In Fig. 9, the solid black curve shows the eVTF
gained during machinery spin-down when 30-A mounts were
installed and no additional imbalance was applied to the
system. This curve shows a resonant peak just above 22 Hz
at a magnitude of approximately 3.2 × 10−5 kg−1. When
the 17-g imbalance was added to the shaft, the magnitude of
the vibration increased significantly, but without a significant
shift in resonance as shown by the dashed red plot, which
has a peak around 1.4 × 10−4 kg−1 at just under 22 Hz.
However, when 50-A durometer mounts were used without an
imbalance, while the magnitude of the eVTF remained similar
(approximately 3.6 × 10−5 kg−1), the resonant frequency
shifted significantly to 33 Hz (dashed–dotted blue curve).
Thus, the spin-down generated eVTF increases the amount

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF eVFT CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS
DUROMETER MOUNTS AND ROTOR IMBALANCES

of distinguishing information available to an operator in
diagnosing issues in the machinery system.

Table I compiles the results from all tests involving the five
mount types described above. The third column of Table I
indicates the total number of tests performed on each mount
and imbalance. Mean values from each set of tests for the
system’s natural frequency and peak eVTF amplitude are given
in columns four and five, respectively. In addition, in each
of these columns, the accompanying standard deviations are
included to give an indication of repeatability. As observed
there, the tests are very consistent for each configuration with
the standard deviation in measured natural frequency less
than 1% of the mean value and that of the peak amplitude
less than 8% for all tests.

Example Fault Detection: When considering steady-state
acceleration measurements, the usefulness of the eVTF results
of Fig. 9 and Table I becomes clear. For the three cases shown
in Fig. 9, the 30-A durometer mounts with no imbalance,
the 30-A durometer mounts with imbalance, and the 50-A
durometer mounts with no imbalance had steady-state rms
accelerometer measurements of 0.031, 0.072, and 0.028 m/s2,
respectively. In these tests, the 30-A durometer test with no
imbalance represents the system’s baseline performance, while
the other two tests represent that under two fault types, rotor
imbalance, and mount stiffening.

If the headroom for allowable transmitted vibration is
double that of the baseline result, then only the steady-state
accelerometer measurements when the rotor is imbalanced
would indicate a potential fault as it increased by a factor
of 2.3 over the baseline case. When the 50-A mounts
were installed to simulate mount stiffening, the steady-
state accelerometer measurement actually slightly decreased
by 10%. However, from the eVTF results, information on the
natural frequency is also available. Using (10), the change in
the transmitted vibration is then actually predicted as double
that of the baseline result and indicative of a fault because
the system’s natural frequency shifted from 22.3 to 32.7 Hz
(see Table I).
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Fig. 10. MCM generator eVTFs as measured during generator spin-downs.

V. FIELD TESTS ON U.S. NAVY EQUIPMENT

A series of field tests were conducted on an active
U.S. Navy mine countermeasures ship (MCM). The ship
has three ship service diesel generators (SSDGs) each rated
at 375 kW. Each generator set is mounted on a metal sub-base,
which is attached to the hull of the ship via eight resilient
mounts in a configuration similar to the laboratory setup
described in the previous section. The U.S. Navy is interested
in nonintrusive, in situ characterization of these mounts for
tracking changes in the vibration energy passed to the hull of
the ship. The work described here is part of a larger project
to integrate a self-sustaining sensor [24], [29], [30] inside the
SSDG terminal box, which would alert the operator when
the mounts are beginning to degrade. For this experiment,
however, the standard industrial accelerometers and the back
EMF sensors described earlier were used.

Each generator set contains a six-cylinder four-stroke diesel
engine for driving the prime mover at 30 Hz (1800 r/min).
As such, the vibration measurements contain a fundamental
spin-down component that starts in the steady-state at 30 Hz.
However, during all generator tests, a stronger vibrational
component was observed with a 45-Hz fundamental in the
steady state. This off-harmonic content is likely caused by
imbalances in fuel mixture distribution and uneven piston
firing in the diesel engine [31], [32]. For the subsequent
analysis presented here, this stronger vibrational component
was used to generate the eVTF plots, with the virtual input
appropriately scaled so that

�m(t) = (1.5ω̂m(t))2 cos

(
1.5

∫ t

0
ω̂m(τ )dτ

)
. (21)

In addition, during these tests, the back EMF sensor outputs
were observed to be clipping in the steady state, so the zero-
crossing method was used for estimating ωm . The spin-down
of these generators took approximately 25 s and the analysis
parameters were set to Tw = 1 s, ov = 90%, and w = 4 Hz.

A total of 14 spin-downs were measured on the generators
under various ship conditions, including while the ship was
in port with no other machinery operating and underway

TABLE II

STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE eVTFs GAINED
DURING MCM GENERATOR SPIN-DOWN

Fig. 11. ASW pumps 1 and 2 spin-down generated eVTFs.

when several other pieces of machinery were simultaneously
operating. Fig. 10 shows example eVTFs gained during spin-
down of each of the three ship generators, and Table II
compiles the statistical characteristics for all the eVTFs tests
performed. Fig. 10 shows clear resonant peaks in all three
generators around 19 Hz and all with a similar amplitude of
approximately 10−4 kg−1. These curves are well representative
of all the eVTFs gained for each corresponding generator,
regardless of the ship’s condition, and simultaneous electro-
mechanical load use. This is confirmed by comparing the
standard deviations in resonant peak amplitude and frequency
locations with their corresponding mean values in Table II.
Here, for all tests, the standard deviation in peak amplitude
estimates was less than 8% of the mean, while those in the
peak amplitude frequency locations were less than 1% for
each test. Thus, while there is little exposed by these tests to
differentiate any physical characteristics of each generator, the
consistency in each test gives confidence in the repeatability of
the method. Additional research is required to track the evolu-
tion of the eVTF characteristics over a longer period of time,
and plans are in place to do so as a part of future self-sustained
sensor developments discussed in [24], [29], and [30].

In addition to the generator experiments, vibrational
analysis tests were performed on two of the ship’s auxil-
iary seawater (ASW) pumps. Each pump operates at 59 Hz
(3545 r/min) and is driven by a three-phase induction motor
rated at 15 kW (20 hp). The crew had noted that one of the
ASW pumps (Pump 2) had recently been overhauled, while
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TABLE III

STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE eVTFs GAINED DURING
AUXILIARY SEAWATER PUMP SPIN-DOWNS

the overhaul date of the other pump (Pump 1) was unknown.
The spin-down times for these pumps were approximately 4 s.
As such, the window-width parameter Tw was shortened
to 0.25 s, the overlap parameter ov was increased to 95%, and
the masking width w set to 8 Hz. Example eVTFs resulting
from this analysis are shown in Fig. 11, while Table III give
the statistical characteristics of all tests performed.

As can be seen in Fig. 11, there are characteristic differences
between the two pump eVTFs with the recently overhauled
ASW Pump 2 showing a peak magnitude about 14% lower
than ASW Pump 1 and at a frequency about 6 Hz higher.
The results shown here are well representative of all the
tests performed on the two pumps, as observed in Table III,
which shows that the standard deviation in the resonant peak
amplitude was less than 4% of the mean and that of its
frequency location less than 1.5% of the mean for both pumps.

While Fig. 11 shows more compelling differences between
machines than the eVTFs generated from the generator spin-
downs (Fig. 10), concrete conclusions on the causes of these
differences cannot be made. The most recently overhauled
pump (ASW 2) does show a decreased magnitude in its
eVTFs compared with those of ASW 1, though their resonant
peak frequency locations are increased, which as shown in
Section IV, would suggest a stiffening of the rubber typical of
aging mounts. Still, these characteristic differences were clear
and repeatable for all tests.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates the usefulness of a nonintrusive
vibration measurement and analysis technique for use during
an electromechanical machine’s spin-down procedure. As the
speed of the machine decreases from its normal operating
speed to standstill, the process inherently provides vibrational
excitation swept across a range of frequencies, permitting the
estimation of the VTF (eVTF). As shown in laboratory tests,
this transfer function reveals characteristics useful for machin-
ery diagnostics, which are unavailable for estimation during
steady-state operation. The consistency of the field test results
combined with the interpretability of laboratory test results
demonstrates that this analysis method can provide useful
information for electromechanical machinery diagnostics.

Concretely, observing the eVTF is useful for disaggregating
faults caused by changes in the machinery, e.g., an imbalance
increasing the magnitude of the eVTF profile, from faults
caused by the mounts, e.g., mount stiffening increasing the
natural frequency of the eVTF profile. It is also useful for
estimating changes in the extent of vibrational noise transmit-
ted through the resilient mounts at steady state, as described

in (10). Thus, through this technique, a user can estimate the
significance of increased vibration on transmitted noise. Then,
if the source is determined to be mechanical, the user can
utilize previously established methods for delineating sources
of mechanical vibration [2]–[4], [8]–[11].

This eVTF approach with back EMF sensing is intended to
be deployed as part of a self-contained sensor [24], [29], [30],
which can be installed within the terminal box of a machine.
However, the technique can easily use any speed sensor with
adequate resolution and sample rate for varying capabilities,
e.g., using an optical sensor for improved portability. In either
case, the method provides effective and useful information
about both electromechanical machinery and the health of an
associated mount.
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